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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
ON

INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS IN THE NORTH OF
IRELAND.

DELIVERED BY

JOHN F. HODGES, M.D., F.C.S.,

On November 8tk, 1876.

., , / . ,
, ton . • , . .

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is the duty of the President of this Society, at the commence-

ment of his year of office, to deliver an address to the members,

and, as the honour of presiding has a second time been conferred

upon me, it has occurred to me that I could not more usefully

occupy your time this evening than by continuing the survey,

commenced on a former occasion, of the history of Industrial

Progress in the North of Ireland. Those who were present at

the opening meeting of last session may remember that I

endeavoured to trace the history of some remarkable industrial

efforts which had been made in this country, and also to give an

account of the new field for enterprise which had been opened

up by the discovery of valuable beds of iron ore in several

localities in Antrim. This evening I wish to direct your atten-

tion to an account of some other branches of industry, in which,

as in iron mining, materials until recently not known to exist

in this country, or hitherto neglected, have been added to our

manufacturing resources. I had hoped that my observations

last session would have induced some of the members of the

B
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Society to bring before us reports on the history of those de-

partments of industry from the successful prosecution of which

the North of Ireland, and especially the town of Belfast, has

derived so much advantage. These might, I consider, afford

ample materials for papers of the greatest interest and utility.

Notices of the progress of Belfast, and of the development of

the industries by which, in less than a century, a town of not

more than 8,500 inhabitants has become a great commercial

and manufacturing centre, with more than 200,000 inhabitants,

might with much advantage and instruction occupy the atten-

tion of our members.

One hundred years ago, Belfast, though but a small and mean
town, exhibited in comparison with other provincial towns

considerable activity. It is true, no colossal mills, and no ranges

of tall chimneys along the Falls attracted attention. The
cottage wheel and the country loom had not yet been supplanted

by the wonderful machinery of the modern factory ; but

Messrs. Joy & M'Cabe were at work in the Old Poor-house,

laying the foundation of the cotton trade of Ireland, which in

the year 1800 had increased so much as to give employment to

27,000 persons in the town and surrounding district ;
and

Mr. Francis Joy had received a Parliamentary grant for his

great improvements in the manufacture of paper. Our great

staple trade of to-day was then in a primitive and limited condi-

tion, carried on in small establishments scattered over the

province, and required but little knowledge beyond an acquain-

tance with a few rude processes for its prosecution. The work

of whitening the linen, bought in the country markets by

itinerant bleachers, was a tedious operation, in which the only

means employed were exposure to the air and the application of

barilla and buttermilk. Barilla for the use of the bleacher was

then an important article of importation, and many Belfast

merchants made fortunes by its sale. The News-Letter of

that period contained frequent advertisements from bleachers

desirous of obtaining supplies of buttermilk. Yet at that time

our townsman, the celebrated Dr. Joseph Black, was Professor

of Chemistry in Edinburgh, and in correspondence with persons
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in this neighbourhood who were anxious to commence the

manufacture of sulphuric acid, the value of which as a bleaching

agent had been demonstrated by another Belfast man, Dr.

Ferguson. About this time also, on the continent, the French

chemist, Berthollet, was engaged in those important investiga-

tions which were destined to revolutionize the art of bleaching

and many other industries, and which, by leading to the

employment of chlorine as a decolorizer, reduced the work of

weeks to days.

Among the new industries which within a few years have

been added to the resources of this province, salt mining now
occupies an important position, yet thirty years ago the existence

of salt in Ireland was almost unknown. Sir Robert Kane, in his

valuable lectures on the Industrial Resources of Ireland, pub-

lished in 1844, remarks that there is no natural deposit of salt

in Ireland, and that the new red sandstone and gypseous marls,

which lie above the coal strata in the North-eastern district

about Belfast have not been found to contain any indication of

salt mines. Sir Robert Kane, however, was not aware that

many years before that time salt springs were known to

exist near Larne, and that salt rock had been discovered at

Magheramorne, a specimen of which I examined for Mr.

Maxwell, then agent to the proprietor of the lime quarries.

(Professor Hodges exhibited a specimen of the rock salt dis-

covered at Magheramorne thirty-five years ago.) It was

reserved for the Marquis of Downshire, grandfather of the

present representative of that title, to demonstrate that in our

neighbourhood, near Carrickfergus, there existed beds of rock

salt of immense extent and great purity.

Underlying the vast beds of basalt which give our North-

eastern coast its peculiar features, the geologist recognizes a

series of rocks which afford most interesting objects for his

investigation, and which have been examined by several

members of our Society. The Cavehill, and many headlands in

our neighbourhood, afford valuable natural sections, in which

we are furnished with excellent opportunities of studying these

rocks. Thus, proceeding downwards from the grey summit of
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the basaltic mass, we discover the white beds of hardened chalk,

with their embedded flints—which contain those beautiful

organisms which have been made known to us by the researches

of our fellow member, Mr. Joseph Wright—followed by green-

sands, lias, and new red sandstone
; the new red sandstone, with

its associated marls, clays, and gypseous strata, forming a series

of rocks the thickness of which has been estimated at from

i, 800 to 2,000 feet. This formation, which forms the base of

the valley of the Lagan, derives additional interest from the

fact that it lies directly above the Permian and carboniferous

rocks, which in England contain the valuable coal measures.

At several times, as you are aware, the expectation of the

public has been excited by attempts which have been made to

discover coal under our red sandstone. One of the most

remarkable of these trials was made in the year 1850 by the

then Marquis of Downshire on his property in the neighbour-

hood of Carrickfergus, and was not abandoned until the beds

had been explored, without any trace of coal having been

found, to the depth of 1,496 feet. In this search, at a depth of

about 462 feet from the surface, after penetrating through red

marls and thin beds of gypsum, a bed of what was believed to

be rock salt was discovered. The analysis of this rock, which

I made at the time, at the request of the noble proprietor,

showed it to be rock salt almost free from impurities. In 1854

a company was formed, under the name of the " Belfast Mining

Company," to work this valuable bed of salt, and the same

company in 1869 opened another mine in this district, at

French Park, which is at present worked by two shafts, each of

which is sunk to the depth of 215 yards. The rock salt is

exported to the continent, and also largely used for manufacture

on the east coasts of Ireland and Scotland.

On the slope of the hills lying north of the town of Carrick-

fergus, on the property of M. Dalway, Esq., M.P., salt mining

is also extensively carried on. The mine is worked by two

shafts, through one of which the salt is raised to the surface in

a tub by means of a 24 horse-power condensing engine, while

the empty tub descends in the other. In this mine the bed of
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rock salt is more than 100 feet thick, and 50 feet of it are left

for the roof of the mine and 50 feet are being worked at present.

The rock is very difficult to quarry, being without a seam or

crack. In working it men who are called " roofers " begin to

pick at the roof, making a gallery or platform at the top of the

face, upon which the borers begin and blast the rock with

gunpowder, leaving the face in great steps from the floor to the

roof. Immense pillars of the salt are left to support the roof,

some measuring sixteen yards at the base, tapering to thirteen

yards at the roof. The best and second best quality of the rock

are exported, and the inferior qualities are manufactured into

salt at the town of Carrickfergus.

In the mineral statistics of England salt occupies a most

important place, and the mines of Cheshire and the brine pits

of Worcestershire supply enormous quantities of it. Thus,

while England produces annually 32,400,000 cwts., Germany
yields only 10,000,000 cwts. and Russia 20,000,000 cwts. In

many countries salt is obtained from salt springs and salt lakes,

as from the water of the Elton Lake in Russia, the Dead Sea,

and the Salt lake of Utah. It is also, as is well known, an

ingredient of sea water, from which it can be obtained by

evaporation ;
one hundred parts of the water of the Atlantic

yielding 27 parts of salt, and that of the German Ocean 2*5

parts.

At one time there were numerous works in the North of

Ireland in which salt was obtained by the evaporation of sea

water, and in 1 744 there were works at Scarva and at Rostrevor,

in the County of Down, where salt was made from salt rock

brought from Liverpool.

No matter from what source obtained, whether from the

ancient beds of salt rock, or by the evaporation of the waters of

salt lakes or of the ocean, the chemist discovers salt to contain

invariably the same elements, and to consist, when purified,

solely of two substances, one of them the gaseous body, chlorine,

and the other the metal which has been named sodium
;
every

one hundred parts of the compound, which in the language of

the chemist is termed chloride of sodium, being capable of
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yielding about 60 parts of chlorine and 40 parts of sodium.

The discovery of the existence of a metal in salt was first

demonstrated by Sir Humphrey Davy about the year 1807.

This silver-white metal possesses very remarkable properties,

some of which I shall exhibit to you.

To the people of this province the two constituents of salt

possess no common value, and their names are more intelligible

to us than to the inhabitants of other parts of Ireland. Chlorine,

in its various forms, has long afforded our bleachers most im-

portant aid in their processes, and enabled them to dispense

with the slow and costly methods which, as I have already

remarked, at one time were in common use in this country
;

while the other element of salt, sodium, furnishes the soda,

which in the form of soda ash is not less indispensable in their

operations. The element chlorine, and its remarkable properties,

were first made known to us in 1774 by a Swedish chemist,

Scheele, who discovered it while engaged in the examination of

the mineral usually termed black oxide of manganese. By
acting on this mineral with hydrochloric acid (muriatic acid)

which is a compound of chlorine and hydrogen, the hydrogen

is removed, and the chlorine liberated as a greenish yellow

coloured gas, with a suffocating odour and possessing active

bleaching properties. We can collect it in its gaseous state, but

as even the smallest quantity inhaled produces violent irritation,

its use in the free state is now abandoned ; and an important

discovery of a method of using it made by Tennant of Glasgow,

which consisted in absorbing it by lime so as to form a dry

powder, has rendered its use safe and convenient, and chloride

of lime, or bleachingpowder
)
is now used in enormous quantities

as a bleaching agent. Some of the properties of this element

of common salt may be exhibited to you. We have merely to

pour some diluted sulphuric acid upon bleaching powder and

the suffocating yellow green gas will escape with effervescence,

but as it is not pleasant to allow it to escape into the room I

shall use some bottles of it which I have collected The gas

will be found instantaneously to destroy the colour of a solution

of indigo, and if we introduce into it a small piece of the metal
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sodium, combustion will ensue, and a white powder will be

formed, which will be found to taste like common salt ; and thus

the poisonous, irritating gas and the inflammable metal joined

together gives us the valuable compound, chloride of sodium,

which nature has stored up for us in the salt beds of Antrim,

and from which by chemical means we can obtain the soda and

chlorine indispensable to our linen manufacturers.

Imprisoned in the rocks of the Antrim hills, in quiet union,

the poisonous gas and the inflammable metal exist in enormous

quantities. Yet, though this rich source of the raw material

from which our bleaching powder and soda ash are obtained is

at our very doors, we are entirely dependent for our supply of

soda ash upon the manufacturers ofEngland and Scotland ; and

though our bleachers receive some of the chloride of lime which

they require from Dublin, yet only a small amount of that

consumed is of native manufacture.

The alkali trade, which in England and Scotland has attained

so much importance, has in this country not yet advanced

beyond its primary stage, which consists in the conversion of

salt into sulphate of soda or [\ salt cake " by acting upon it in

furnaces with sulphuric acid. No soda ash, as far as I am
aware, is made in Ireland, and the manufacture of salt cake is

confined to Dublin. The absence of bituminous coal has

hitherto been usually regarded as the chief cause of our being

dependent upon England and Scotland for our alkalies, and our

being obliged to send our iron ores to Barrow and our copper

ores to Swansea. With respect to iron I look confidently for-

ward to a time, and that not very distant, when lime and kelp

kilns will not be the only furnaces burning along our northern

coasts, and when smelting works will be found among the glens

of Antrim, supplying us with iron from our native ores.

The method of manufacturing soda from common salt at

present in use is not a century old. In 1799 it is stated that

there were produced on the Tyne only 10 tons of soda crystals,

which sold at ^50 per ton. In 1 866 in the same district the

produce of soda salt consisted of 86,000 tons of soda crystals,

selling at 10s. per ton
;
74,000 tons of soda ash, selling at
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£ii per ton ; and 11,000 tons of bicarbonate of soda, selling at

£\ 8 per ton ; and in the same year, in the Lancashire district,

there were produced 24,978 tons of soda crystals, 87,414 tons of

soda ash, and 6,457 tons of bicarbonate of soda.

Various methods are adopted in preparing salt for sale. In

countries where the climate is suitable, as on the coasts of

France and of the Mediterranean, it is manufactured by collecting

sea water in large reservoirs, salines, from which, after being

allowed to remain for some time for impurities to subside, it is

conducted into smaller reservoirs, and from these again into

ditches surrounding the salines. The salt, which forms as the

water evaporates, is collected and placed in heaps on the side of

the ditches and sheltered from rain by a covering of straw. In

France salt is also obtained from sea water by evaporating it by

the aid of fuel. The process followed is to collect the sand from

the shores and to use it to increase the quantity of salt in the

sea water. This is done by placing layers of the sand in boxes

and causing the water to lixiviate through it. This method of

strengthening the brine is carried on until it has acquired

sufficient density. It is then placed in leaden pans and heated

over fires until it is evaporated to dryness. The salt thus

obtained, termed sel ignifere, is put into conical baskets sus-

pended over the evaporating pans, in order, by the action of

the steam, to remove the deliquescent chlorides of calcium and

magnesium derived from the sea water. It is then transferred

to a warehouse, the floor of which is formed of well rammed
washed sand, by which the deliquescent salts are absorbed and

the salt rendered more pure.

In some countries natural salt springs occur in which the brine

is sufficiently concentrated for evaporation, and in other places

where no salt springs occur borings are made in the rock and

water allowed to flow into the saline deposit, and after some

time pumped up. A curious method of purifying the brine by

exposure to the sun's heat is adopted in some places in Germany.

A frame work of timber, as shewn in the drawing on the wall,

filled with faggots of wood, usually of thorn, is fixed over a

wooden tank, and above the frame a water-tight tank holding
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the brine is placed. The tank is furnished Avith a number of

taps leading to channels perforated with holes, through which

the brine is allowed to fall on the faggots. By passing over

the extended surface formed by the faggots a considerable

quantity of the impurities of the salt is separated and a concen-

trated solution obtained which is boiled down to crystallization.

At present the method usually adopted in salt works is to place

the brine in pans formed of boiler plate supported by mason

work and heated by means of a furnace beneath. The process

goes on for several weeks, and gypsum and glauber salt fall down
during the evaporation and are removed by perforated ladles.

As soon as a crust of salt forms on the surface of the liquid the

pan is kept at a temperature usually about 112° F., and the

salt which separates is collected and placed in willow baskets

suspended over the pans and allowed to drain, after which it is

dried and packed in cases. Great improvements have lately

been made in the method used in the evaporation of the brine

by Mr. Otto Pohl of Liverpool, by which it is said only one

third of the fuel commonly required is necessary to prepare the

salt for the market.

The process hitherto used for the conversion of salt into

sulphate of soda, or salt cake, to be employed in the manufacture

of soda ash, consists, as I have mentioned, in acting on the salt

by sulphuric acid. This method requires costly apparatus

for the manufacture of the acid, and also the employment of

nitrate of soda, but a new process was some time ago patented

by Mr. James Hargreaves, of Widness, Lancashire, by which

the salt can be prepared without the use of sulphuric acid, and

from rock salt instead of common salt. This process is now in

operation in several works in England, and also in the works of

Messrs. Boyd & Alexander at Dublin, and is likely completely

to revolutionize this branch of manufacture. It consists in

producing the sulphate by the direct action of sulphurous acid

(without previous conversion into sulphuric acid), air and steam,

upon rock salt at an elevated temperature. A great advantage

of the new process is that by means of the apparatus used the

noxious muriatic acid which is given off, is more effectually
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condensed than in the works where the old method is followed,

and thus its injurious effects on vegetation are prevented, and

an increased supply of it is obtained to serve for the manufacture

of bleaching powder.

Mr. Hargreaves, who has great experience as a chemical

manufacturer, visited the salt works at Carrickfergus some time

ago, and he writes to me, that his most prominent feeling was

one of surprise that such a "potentiality of wealth" should for

so long remain comparatively unused. There is no reason, he

considers, why one third of the British salt manufacture should

not be conducted on the shores of Carrickfergus Bay. The chief

drawback is want of a local supply of coal, but this is not, in his

opinion, so serious as it appears at first sight, the facilities for

obtaining coal being almost as great as in the Cheshire district,

where it has to be brought by canal, while we have open sea

carriage from the Scotch, English, and Welsh coal fields. There

are good markets in Irvine and Glasgow, and return freights

of the coal for the salt works could be easily obtained.

The various uses of common salt, in addition to its employ-

ment in the manufacture of soda, are so well known that it is

unnecessary to refer to them. A high value and a somewhat

sacred character appear to have been attached to it from the

earliest times. It is mentioned in the Book of Leviticus and

referred to in the Iliad, and it was used in the Roman Temples

in the olden time, as it is employed in some Christian Churches

at the present day, for sacred purposes. This white crystalline

powder is found on the tables of both rich and poor. Among
the natives of every part of the world its use appears to be

prompted by instinct ; all animals exhibit a desire for it, which

may be explained by the important part which it is found to

perform on several vital processes. It renders the albumen of

food soluble, and in the stomach supplies hydrochloric acid for

digestion, and soda as a constituent of the biliary secretion. It

also exercises a most important function in effecting the inter-

change of fluids through the walls of the vessels, in accordance

with the law of endosmose, by which, when a fluid is separated

by an animal membrane from a solution of a different density, a

mutual interchange of the dissolved materials takes place.
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Among the materials, previously but little employed, which

have of late years contributed to the foundation of several new
manufactures, the remarkable substance phosphorus, which at

one time was regarded merely as a chemical curiosity and of

no industrial value, has assumed an important position. We
have iron and salt in our hills, but where, you will ask, is phos-

phorus to be found in Ulster ? Chemistry tells us that in every

field in which plants grow and in the bones of every animal

this substance is contained in the form of its oxygen compound

—phosphoric acid. A full grown man carries about 6 lbs. of a

compound of phosphoric acid and lime in his bones, and analysis

demonstrates its constant presence in rocks and soils, in all

kinds of vegetable food, and in the water of the sea. Without

its presence in the soil no plant can grow
;

for, could plants be

produced without it, our cereal and other crops would no longer

serve for the purpose for which they were created—to minister

to the support of animal life. The chief source of phosphorus,

however, is bone, loolbs. of "diich usually yield 8 lbs. ; and

the bones of the cattle, not me ^ly of this country, but of South

America and Egypt, and even of the battle fields of the Con-

tinent, are industriously colle:ted to increase the supply, and

when new demands for it sprung up, the fossilized bones of

animals that disappeared from the earth, long before our food

crops had been gathered in the fields of man, were discovered

to form a valuable source of it, and are at present used in

enormous quantities to restore the phosphoric acid which by

centuries of cultivation has been withdrawn from our soils.

The method employed for the preparation of phosphorus

is to ignite bones so as to destroy the organic matter, and to

act upon the bone ash with sulphuric acid, by which an acid

phosphate of lime is formed. The solution is concentrated in

leaden pans and mixed with granulated charcoal, and dried,

and placed in retorts, and submitted to distillation. 1 he phos-

phorus distils over and is collected in receivers containing water,

and is afterwards purified by redistillation, and by being squeezed

while in a molten slate through chamois strainers. As usually

met with in commerce, phosphorus is in the form of yellowish
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translucent sticks, which melt and assume the appearance of

wax when gently heated. These sticks are moulded by melting

the phosphorus under water and drawing up into glass tubes, in

which it solidifies on cooling. It cannot be kept except under

water ;
when exposed to the air it undergoes oxidation, and in

the dark exhibits a luminous appearance. It is an energetic

poison, and the vapour also which it exhales when acted on by

air is poisonous, and produces a peculiar diseased condition of

the jaw bones. In Belfast, there have been some cases of this

form of disease
; but where the ventilation of the work-rooms

is carefully attended to, it is said not to occur. In 1848,

Schrotter, of Vienna, succeeded in converting the ordinary

phosphorus into a condition in which its appearance and

properties are as strikingly different as those which carbon is

found to exhibit in the diamond and in a piece of coke. Che-

mistry teaches us that the brilliant diamond and the black coke

which we consume in our furnaces are merely what are termed

allotropic forms of the element carbon ; so the transparent

phosphorus of commerce, and the dark red powder into which

it can be converted by Schrotter's process, are merely what are

termed by chemists allotropic modifications of the same element.

It may be asked of what value is this discovery except as a

matter of chemical interest ? This question is one to which

we can give a most satisfactory answer, as I shall presently prove

to you. The red phosphorus which this bottle contains is

insoluble in all liquids which dissolve the common phosphorus.

It has neither taste nor smell, and when exposed to the air it

evolves no poisonous vapours ; and even taken into the stomach

does not, like common phosphorus, destroy life. While common
phosphorus melts at about 108

0
and is ignited by slight friction,

and is therefore dangerous to transport, Schrotter's phosphorus

requires a temperature of at least 5oo°F. to melt it, and is not

readily ignited by friction.

—

Experiment.

The chief consumption of phosphorus at the present time is

in the manufacture of iucifer matches. Many of those present

may recollect the beginning of this now extensive industry, and

the costly and inconvenient contrivances to employ phosphorus
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which marked the first attempts to provide a substitute for the

ancient flint and steel and tinder and sulphur match. The
phosphorus lucifer match, in its present useful form, is said

by Faraday to be the invention of John Walker, of Stockton,

Durham. It is difficult to estimate correctly the quantity of

phosphorus used in the match manufacture. It has been calcu-

lated to amount to at least 5,500 cwts. yearly, requiring for its

production about 66,000 cwts. of bones. Though the common
phosphorus, to a considerable extent, continues to be used, yet

the employment of the red non-poisonous kind is extending,

securing the health ofthe workmen and the safety of the process.

The use of common phosphorus, now that a perfect substitute

has been found, should be totally abandoned.

Bone ash at the present time yields nearly all the phosphorus

which is used in the manufacture of lucifer matches, but this is

not the only form in which phosphatic materials are now largely

employed. In bones, as I have said, phosphorus exists in

combination with oxygen and lime, 100 lbs. of bone ash con-

taining about 84 lbs. of the compound which is termed tribasic

phosphate of lime. The value of bones as an application to the

soil had long been recognised by agriculturists. It had been

discovered that worn-out fields by their use were rendered

productive
; but how they acted, by what means they added to

the fertility of the soil, was totally unknown, until a new light

was thrown upon the nature of the connexion between the soil

and the plant by the investigations of the great high priest of

agricultural science, the late Baron Von Liebig. It is now
known that bones and other manures rich in phosphates increase

the fertility of the field by restoring to it the phosphates which

have been taken away from it by the crops grown upon it, which

have collected them in their seeds, and by the cattle fed upon

it, which have stored them up in their bones.

Formerly the bones employed as manure were applied to the

soil in the form of ground bones, or bone dust ; but a proposal

of Liebig to render the phosphate of lime, which is but slowly

acted on in the soil, owing to its slight solubility, more acces-

sible to plants, and consequently more rapid in its action, by
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treating bones with sulphuric acid, by which a portion of the

lime of the phosphate is withdrawn and a soluble compound of

the remaining lime and phosphoric acid formed together with

sulphate of lime, may be regarded as having originated what is

now a most extensive industry. Not merely bones and bone

ash but mineral phosphates and fossilized bones are now acted

upon by sulphuric acid ; and the soluble phosphate of lime, or

superphosphate as it is usually termed, which is produced, con-

stitutes the basis of nearly all our artificial manures. From the

year 1721 to the year 1845 only 20 patents for the production

and manufacture of artificial fertilizers were taken out, while in

the following ten years, 1845 to 1855, no less than 122 patents

for the same purpose were gra: bed, and their annual consump-

tion in the United Kingdom, according to Mr. J. B. Lawes,

amounts at the present time to 800,000 tons. All over the Con-

tinent this new industry has rapidly extended, and there are

now everywhere in this country establishments where food for

the crops of the farmers is prepared under chemical direction.

Thus chemical theory has triumphed and is now the guide of

practice. The manufacture of artificial manures, first com-

menced in the North of Ireland, by our fellow townsman, Dr..

Ritchie, about thirty years ago, is therefore a new industry in

Ulster. It is now carried on in three works in Belfast, and

there are also several manufactories in other towns in this pro-

vince. In Ireland, though we have not yet discovered deposits

of coprolites and phosphatic concretions such as are found in

some parts of England, and are at present so largely used as

substitutes for bones in the preparation of manures, in Ulster

there exists a supply of phosphate of lime which may yet be

utilized. In a paper read before the Chemico-Agricultural

Society, and also in a communication to the British Association

of Science, at the Belfast meeting in 1852, I directed attention

to the existence of a store of phosphoric acid in the form of

phosphate of lime, in the Greensand formation which forms a

band round our north eastern coast. I found that the rock not

only contains a considerable amount of phosphates, but that in

several localities there were fossil bones and concretions con-



taining as much as 50 per cent, of phosphate of lime, and capa-

ble of being used as fertilizing materials.

Another new branch of industry of entirely modern origin,

and depending upon the application of chemical knowledge,

finds an appropriate place in the town that produced the dis-

coverer of carbonic acid gas, Dr. Black, viz. the manufacture

of aerated waters, which at the present time gives employment

to a great number of people in this province. Aerated waters

are made by forcing carbonic acid gas into water by means of

powerful force-pumps, by which the water becomes highly

charged with the gas, and acquires a pleasant acidulous taste

and effervescing qualities
;
and by adding to the water variously

flavoured aromatic syrups, agreeable and popular beverages are

prepared. The pure water of the well-known Cromac springs,

which are freed from impurities by being filtered through the

earth forming the elevated grounds of the town, are used in this

manufacture, and the high reputation which the Belfast beve-

rages have obtained from the skill and care of their producers

has given this industry an important place among our local

manufactures, and opened up a market for them in every part

of the world.

Even using the same process as our manufacturers, few

waters seem capable of yielding these beverages of equal quality

to the Cromac. In this manufacture, the pure white limestone

from our hills, in the form of whiting, and sulphuric acid,

afford the essential ingredients for the production of the car-

bonic acid.

The outline which I have attempted to give of the processes

used in some of the new industries ^which have been established

in Ulster, will, I think, render it obvious to you that these de-

pend for their successful prosecution mainly upon a knowledge

of chemical principles, and suggests the importance, in a country

which, like Great Britain, depends so much upon its manufac-

tures, of some more suitable means for the extension of scientific

knowledge and of the technical applications of science, than at

present exist. The competition to which these countries are

now exposed, especially in those branches of manufacture which
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require skill and knowledge, has of late years directed attention

to the great deficiencies which exist in the educational arrange-

ments of our schools and colleges as compared with those of

other countries. The want of technical education presents in

this country a serious obstacle to the development of industry.

We have, it is true, in this locality, reason to be proud of the

success which, in several departments, has attended the students

educated in our Queen's Colleges, but these colleges only in

part meet the requirements of the time. What we want is

schools for technical instruction. It is true some efforts in this

direction have been made by the establishment in Dublin of

the Royal College of Science, with its valuable economic museum
and its excellent laboratories, under the able superintendence

of Professor Galloway
; but to Ulster a Dublin institution is of

little service.

It is not merely in providing increased facilities for the

education of the people in the application of science to manu-

factures that we have a right to expect Government to assist us.

In Ireland the chief occupation of the people is the production

of food from the soil. Agriculture is our great staple, and

affords employment to two-thirds of our population, yet this

important interest is almost totally neglected. It was expected

that the narrow views which at one time prevailed on this

subject had been overcome in the organization of the Queen's

Colleges, but some years ago, as you are aware, the Government

of the day closed the doors against agricultural science, and also

arranged that the study of the old national language should be

banished from their halls. When the colleges were founded it

was stated to be of great importance that provision had been

made for instruction in such departments of science as were

calculated to advance the technical knowledge and welfare of

the people, and especially as the class likely to be directly

influenced by them required something more than was to be

found in the older educational establishments.

It is worthy of being borne in remembrance that nearly a

century ago, the Drennans and others whose names should not

be forgotten by Belfast men, when founding the Royal Belfast
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Academical Institution, placed agriculture among the branches

of knowledge which they considered should be included in the

courses of instruction to be provided for the people of Ulster.

Strange, indeed, must the exclusion of agricultural education

have appeared to foreign nations who considered that of all

occupations agriculture was the most important to the people

of Ireland. It is also a matter of regret that the old tongue

which gives names to our hills and lakes and rivers,—for as

may be truly remarked, the nomenclatures of the Celtic races

are pictures of the countries which they inhabited,—should

have no place in the curriculum of an Irish college. And yet

in other countries this language is considered as the most

valuable to philologists of any branch of the Celtic family, and

is studied by the foremost scholars of the Continent. Germany
has given us a grammar of it, and Pictet and Zeuss and other

able investigators have declared, that they found in its study

the most valuable aid in their researches into the ancient lan-

guages of Europe.

Before concluding my observations on the assistance which

the industry of this country has derived from science, I feel

that I would be forgetful of my duty as your President, if I

failed to congratulate the naturalists of our society, upon the

rich additions to our knowledge of natural science which may
be expected from the treasures collected by the Challenger

expedition. Some idea of the extent of these collections may
be formed when it is recollected that they include the products

of the examination of 350 stations. I am certain that every

member of the society will join me in congratulating our

former President, Sir C. Wyville Thomson, upon the successful

termination of his labours, and the services which he has been

enabled to render to science. I have also to congratulate the

society that the Presidential Chair of the British Association of

Science is this year occupied by a former President of the

Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society, our distin-

guished townsman, Dr. Andrews.

c
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6th December, 1876.

The President, J. F. Hodges, Esq., M.D., F.C.S., in the Chair.

Joseph John Murphy, Esq., F.G.S., read a Paper on

ORGANIC VARIATION.

[This Paper is a review of Darwin's Work on The Variation of

Animals and Plants under Domestication. It is to consitute a

chapter in the New Edition of Mr. Murphy's work on Habit

and Intelligence, and is consequently not published here.]
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loth January, 1877.

The President, J. F. Hodges, Esq., M.D., F.C.S., in the Chair.

Professor Everett read a Paper on

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT.
Numbers are sometimes employed for the reckoning of indivi-

dual things without regard to their magnitude ; as in statistics

of population, or of births and deaths. For such applications

of numbers—applications to express what is called discontinuous

quantity—no artificial provision of units is necessary ;
the unit

of counting is simply the individual.

But when numbers are employed for the specification of

continuous magnitude, such as length, area, volume, or weight,

units must be specially provided, or numbers will be meaning-

less. A length of 300 for example may be any length whatever,

if nothing is said about the unit of length employed.

When any branch of science becomes so far advanced as to

be accurately quantitative, it requires units of quantity that

shall be definite and precise. A similar need, though less

exacting as regards extreme accuracy, is felt in commercial

transactions. Legislatures have accordingly taken upon them-

selves to provide national standards.

Of all the operations of measurement that are performed in

the laboratory, weighing is the most exact. In the comparison
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made in 1844 by Professor W. H. Miller between the 'kilo-

gramme of the archives' which is the legal standard of weight

in France, and the British standard pound, the result was

carried to ten figures, of which Professor Miller considers that

only the two last ought to be rejected as doubtful. He makes

the kilogramme equal to 2*2046212 pounds, or the pound equal

to 453'59 26 5 grammes.

Measurements of length can also be executed with great

precision. The relation between British and French measures

of length is often stated to be

1 metre=39'37o79 inches.

This was the determination made by Captain Kater in 181 8 by

comparing the French standard metre with the English stand-

ard yard, the French bar being assumed to be correct at the

temperature o°C. and the English bar at the temperature

i6°fC. or 62°F. Since then, the standard yard to which this

comparison applied has been destroyed by fire, and the present

standard yard is no doubt of slightly different length. There

is also another objection to the acceptance of the above deter-

mination, namely the imperfection of thermometers at the time

when it was made. This circumstance is material, inasmuch as

the two bars compared were to be taken at different tempera-

tures. The best comparison between the English and French

legal standards of length is that which was made by Captain

A. R. Clarke, R.E., F.R.S., and printed in 1866. According to

this comparison, the true relation is

1 metre=39*370432 inches.

There are good and sufficient reasons for adopting a bar of

metal, or some more permanent material, as the standard of

length, rather than defining the* latter by reference to a quadrant

of a meridian of the earth.

In the first place we can compare two standard bars with

each other much more accurately than we can compare one of

them with a quadrant of the earth.

Secondly, comparison of the length of a bar with a quadrant

or arc of a meridian involves enormous labour and expense.

These are the two chief reasons ; but I may add a third,
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namely that we ought not to leave altogether out of sight the

question of changes which may come over the earth. To say

nothing of the formation and melting of polar ice-caps, it is

believed that the earth is gradually shrinking in consequence

of loss of heat from its interior. With the help of carefully pre-

served standards, of different materials, it may be possible in

the course of time to determine, by successive surveys, whether

any sensible change has taken place in the dimensions of the

earth.

It is very desirable to have a number of standard bars,

agreeing together as closely as possible, and to note the exact

amounts of their discordances. It is however convenient—and

usual in practice—to regard one individual bar as the ultimate

standard, and all the others as mere copies. It is practically

impossible to make two bars so precisely equal that careful

measurement cannot find a difference between them.

It may be interesting here to give a few particulars respecting

the standard bars employed by different nations. For most of

these particulars I am indebted to two private communications

from Professor W. H. Miller of Cambridge, our greatest

authority on these matters.

Standards of length are divided into two great classes :—those

in which the standard length is the length of the bar from end

to end, and those in which it is the distance between two marks,

usually two fine lines cut into the bar. The former may be

called end-standards, the latter line-standards. The French

use the terms metres-d-bouts and metres-d- traits. Professor

Miller writes :

11 The oldest standard of length with which I am acquainted

is the metres des Archives in Paris, constructed, a little before

1800, of platinum. It is about 2 centimetres wide and probably

3 millimetres thick. The ends are plane surfaces ; at least it

was intended that they should be plane.

"The Berlin standard of 3 Prussian feet, about f inch square,

of steel, has for its ends cylinders of sapphire, probably about 2

tenths of an inch in diameter, projecting probably inch

beyond the ends of the bar.
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" In England a small number of standards a bouts were con-

structed after 1844. The section of the bar is a square, each

side of which is one inch, and the ends are spherical surfaces

having for their centre the middle point of the bar. The
actual standard is a bar with lines at the ends, or more properly

near the ends, at the bottom of cylinders [cylindrical cavities]

extending to the centre of the bar.

"The French are going to construct a

small number of metres, end-standards,

the bars consisting of 9 platinum and 1

iridium, with the section roughly given

at the side. A year ago it was arranged

that each end should be a spherical

surface having for its centre the middle

point of the other end."

In a second letter Professor Miller writes

:

" In reply to your question requesting the best kind of trait

for marking the ends of a measure a traits. I must in the first

place observe that they should be in the axis of the bar. In

the English measures constructed about 1844, the trait, for a

bar like the English bars, is at the bottom of a well the depth of

which is half the thick-

ness of the bar, as at A,

perpendicular to the

plane of the paper. In

the new French bars,

the line is parallel to

J
the plane of the paper

at F.

u
It is very important that the plane of

the bar and the cutting tool should

form a distinct angle, and that the bar

should not on any account be polished

after the trace has been made."



As to th^ relative value of the two kinds of standard, Professor

Miller goes on to quote a memoir by Steinheil * who says that

the probable error of a single comparison by touch is -00005 of

a millimetre, and that of a single comparison by microscopes is

not less than '0005 of a millimetre. It is to be understood that

end-standards are compared by touch, and line-standards by

microscopes. But Professor Miller goes on to observe ;—

"Comparison by touch must be made by very careful observers.

The old metre des archives, the French standard, has been vilely

used. The ends, not well polished, exhibit marks left on the

ends probably by filing and not polishing out the file marks,

and in many places on each end pressure applied has given a

higher polish, and very possibly has produced a depression on

the end of the bar." He says, " Considering the precautions

that must be taken in using the metres, I am upon the whole

glad that they are of the less delicate construction line metres,

instead of the more accurate, but delicate construction, a bout."

I may remark that the reason why the traces should be made
in the axis of the bar is to prevent alteration of the distance

between them when the bar gets a small bend. When you

bend a bar slightly, you lengthen the convex and shorten the

concave side, leaving the length of the axis unaltered. The
reason for selecting the form above sketched for the new French

standards, was to obtain stiffness against bending without

excessive weight ; and the reason for selecting an alloy of plati-

num and iridium rather than pure platinum was the much
greater hardness of the alloy.

I now wish to direct your attention to a very different part

of our subject. I want to point out how all or well nigh all

physical magnitudes, diverse as they at first sight appear, can

be definitely expressed by reference to three units once for all

selected, such as, for example, a unit of length, a unit of mass,

and a unit of time. These three, 1 say, are sufficient for enabling

us to specify such diverse things as, a quantity of electricity,

the resistance of a wire to the passage of an electric current,

Denkschriften der Akademie dcr Wissenschaften, Vienna. Vol. 27, page 166.



the conducting power of a substance for heat, or the intensity

of magnetization of a piece of steel.

We start then with a unit of length, such as the foot, the

metre, or the centimetre ; a unit of mass, such as the pound,

the kilogramme, or the gramme
;
and a unit of time, such as

the mean solar hour, minute, or second. I prefer to call the

pound and the gramme units of mass rather than units of

weight, because if by the weight of a body we understand the

force with which it presses downwards when held at rest rela-

tively to the earthy then the pound or gramme has different

weights at different places. It presses downwards more and

more strongly as we recede from the equator and go near to

either pole ; but it has always the same mass wherever it is.

Two separate pounds or grammes which balance each other

exactly on a perfect balance in vacuo, are of equal mass.

The first unit that I shall derive from our three fundamental

units, is the unit of velocity. It is the velocity of a body which

moves over unit length in unit time. Velocity can therefore be

definitely stated without any other units being given than a

unit of length and a unit of time.

Next ; the momentum of a body is defined to be the product

of its mass and its velocity. The unit of momentum will there-

fore be the momentum of a body of unit mass moving with a

velocity in which unit length is described in unit time.

Next
;
force, Newton's vis impressa. This is measured by

the momentum which it is capable of generating in unit time.

For example, the weight of a body (that is the force which

urges it towards the earth) will be expressed by multiplying the

mass of the body by the velocity which it acquires in the unit

of time when allowed to fall, under the action of gravity.

We will now take some illustrations from electrical science.

One manifestation of electricity is attraction and repulsion

;

positive electricity repels its own kind and attracts negative
;

negative electricity repels its own kind and attracts positive.

In all cases the attraction or repulsion follows the law of the

inverse square of the distance
;

also, if we double either of the

two quantities of electricity which are attracting or repelling
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each other, we obtain a double force of attraction or repulsion.

These laws enable us to express quantity of electricity in terms

of our three fundamental units. The unit quantity of electricity,

based on these laws, is that quantity which, if collected at a

point, would repel with unit force an equal quantity collected

at another point at unit distance. This is called the electrostatic

unit of quantity.

Exactly in the same way, we can define the unit magnetic

pole ; since magnetic poles attract and repel each other accord-

ing to the same laws as electrified bodies, The unit pole or

pole of unit strength, is that which, at unit distance from a

precisely similar pole, would repel it with unit force.

When a magnet is acted on by magnetic force tending to move
it, we say it is in a magnetic field. The whole surface of the earth

in which we live is a magnetic field, as is proved by the pointing

of the compass needle. The force acting on a pole of a given

needle is proportional to the intensity of the field in which it is

situated, and is equal to the product of two quantities, one ex-

pressing the intensity of the field, and the other the strength of the

pole. A certain force is therefore equal to the product of the

strength of a pole and the intensity of a field. We have already

shown how force and poles can be evaluated, and hence, di-

viding the former by the latter, we can evaluate the intensity of a

magnetic field.

This brings us to a second way of measuring quantities of elec-

tricity. When a wire is coiled round and round in circular

fashion, a current- of electricity sent through it has a very decided

action upon a magnetic needle in the centre. Hence there is a

magnetic field produced at the centre ; and the intensity of this

field can be calculated by the observed effect upon a needle. But

the intensity at the centre of the coil varies directly as the quantity

of electricity that passes through the coil in a given time ; also

directly as the total length of wire in the coil, and inversely as the

square of the radius of the coil. We evaluate quantity of elec-

tricity then (in the electro-magnetic system of measurement) by the

rule that the intensity of the magnetic field produced at the centre

is equal to the quantity of electricity which passes in unit time,
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multiplied by the length of wire, and divided by the square of the

radius of the coil

These examples are sufficient to illustrate the measurement of

physical quantities in terms of others which are totally dissimilar

from them.

In speaking of physical quantities as thus expressible, the word

dimensions is used in a very special sense. It does not mean

largeness or smallness, but has the same or nearly the same mean-

ing as in the phrases, " space of two dimensions" and " space of

three dimensions."

If we adopt as our unit of volume the cube constructed on the

unit of length, the volume of a body can be computed by multi-

plying together three lengths, which, in the case of a rectangular

solid, we call its length, breadth, and thickness. Hence we say

that the dimensions of volume are (length) 3
.

If we change the unit of length in any ratio, we change the

unit of volume in the cube of this ratio. For instance, when we

pass from inches to feet, we increase the unit of length 12 fold,

and the unit of volume 1728 fold. We may therefore with pro-

priety say that the dimensions of the unit of volume are (length) 3
.

Both forms of expression are used, and the ideas which they ex-

press are logically equivalent.

For quantity of electricity, defined electrostatically, the dimen-

sions are

Vmass X (length) 3

time

For quantity of electricity, defined electromagnetically, the

dimensions are

The more intricate the dimensions of any element are, the

greater is the labour of reducing its values from one scale of

measurement to another. In order to render such reductions un-

For velocity
)
the dimensions are

length

time

For force,
mass X length

"(time)5

Vmass X length.
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necessary, an attempt is now being made to induce all men of

science to adopt the same fundamental units, in all cases where

the dimensions of the quantities involved are not of the very

simplest kind. A Committee of the British Association, of which

I had the honour to be Secretary, recommended the centimetre,

the gramme, and the second, as the fundamental units. This re-

commendation was given three years ago, and the subsequent

progress of events leads to the hope that it will be very widely

adopted.
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The President, J. F. Hodges, Esq., M.D., F.C.S., in the Chair.

W. H. Patterson, Esq., read a Paper on

THE ULSTER DIALECT.
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Jtk February', 1877.

R. Young, Esq., (Vice-President), in the Chair.

Wm. A. Traill, Esq., M.A.I., F.R.G.S.I., of H.M. Geological

Survey, read a Paper on

GRANITES AND THEIR ALLIED ROCKS.

The subject which I chose for my Paper this evening, is one

which I am sure many will think must necessarily make it

very stupid, and one about which little can or need be said.

But let me tell them that one of the great difficulties I felt,

was, from the immense amount of material bearing on the

subject, to select those portions which would be of more general

interest, and still not to omit any essential part. It is not easy

to curtail and bring within the limits of a single lecture, the

history and description of even one class of rock, about which

a great deal has been written, and on which there still exists

great diversity of opinion.

In treating my subject, viz.,
(i Granites and their allied rocks,"

I do not propose to give you any new ideas of my own, as they

would only be of special interest to a very few. But rather I

shall lay before you, on a broad basis, the more general descrip-

tions, facts, and distinctive details of these most interesting,

instructive and useful rocks.
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Although in my work on the Geological Survey, my duties

have particularly drawn my attention to the granitoidal rocks
;

I have not hesitated to cull additional information from every

source and author within my reach ; so that I may treat my
subject as comprehensively yet as briefly as possible.

I have no doubt but that it will be made much clearer of

comprehension, by reference to the specimens on the table,

some of which are selected from your Museum, and others have

been kindly lent to me by Mr. Robinson.

In reviewing my subject we may examine it under various

aspects—theoretically and scientifically
;

practically and econo-

mically ; or in quality, quantity, and distribution. Therefore,

in order to make it as intelligible as possible, I have divided

my Paper into the following heads, which I shall describe con-

secutively :

—

ist Granites in confusion
;

2nd Granite as a typical representative
;

3rd Granites in origin
;

4th Granites in age
;

5th Granites in composition
;

6th Granites in variety
;

7th Granites in distribution and in economic or

practical use.

No. 1 . Granites in Confusion.

This applies more to our ideas about them than to any innate

difficulty or confusion among these rocks
; for although they

may seem to be very variable, and without order or system, yet

in the great laboratory of nature the laws of chemical affinity

and combination are always well planned and devised. When
we see like particle drawn to like, and those beautiful crystal-

lographic forms, so exquisitely and symmetrically built up,

who would dare to apply the term confusion to the rocks

themselves? But can it be affirmed that most of our ideas

about them are otherwise than in the most indistinct and mazy

condition?
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The term Granite to most people implies little more than the

general name of a rock of a massive description, which often

forms mountain ranges. It is understood to be neither a lime-

stone nor a sandstone, but something like, yet different from a

basalt. The prevailing idea as to its colour, varying with each

locality, being that it is either white, red, or grey. If many be

questioned further, they tell us that it is the fundamental or

oldest rock of creation, and lies at the bottom of all other rocks
;

and they have the vague idea that it is sure to be met with at a

depth of a few thousand feet below the surface in every locality.

Also, that it is specially well adapted, and largely used, for great

architectural or engineering works. Beyond this, with too

many people, any knowledge of this class of rocks does not

seem to extend, and many, no doubt, believe that there is

not much more to be known or said about them.

The name Granite is probably derived from the Latin

"granutn"=2l grain, or the Italian " granito" ; from the cha-

racteristic granular texture, and distinctness of the several grains

or component minerals.

Although the term Granite has heretofore been used in a rather

vague sense, the now universally accepted application of the

name among penologists, is to designate a rock of igneous or

metamorphic origin, of a crystalline granular texture, and com-

posed of at least these three constituents, viz., Quartz, Felspar

and Mica.

To many persons, it would be rather startling to be told

that certain granites did not form part of the primeval crust of

the earth, and were not of igneous origin intruded in a molten

state
; but that the particles composing them were originally

deposited at the bottom of the sea, and have undergone sub-

sequent modifications ; or if they were told that certain other

granites, instead of being at least of Azoic age, belonged to

a comparatively recent date. Yet both are undoubted facts.

In all such investigations as these, we encounter the rival

theories of the Chemists and the Mineralogists ; the one, saying

that rocks, very different in outward appearance, if possessing

the same chemical composition, should not be separated in
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nomenclature ;
while the others, by finding out new minerals

or additional ingredients, would multiply divisions and names.

Here it is, that that anomaly of nature, a Government Field

Geologist, meets with many of his difficulties on the very

threshold. He has also to examine and map the occurrence of

all the rocks, even though they be concealed by a covering of 10,

20, or 200 feet of clays or gravels, or obscured by trees and crops,

or, worse still, by houses, villages and cities, with their impene-

trable mantle of streets and tram-ways, flagstones and square

sets. Through all these his eyes and his imagination have to

penetrate, and he is expected to lay down with unerring accuracy

the exact boundaries of each separate and independent deposit

and rock. And if amid these obstructions, some enterprising

individual sinks a well 100 feet deep or more, and finds the rock

somewhat different from what he expected from reference to

our maps
; then the science of Geology is called a hallucination,

and all is said to be hypothetical ;
that surveys are useless,

maps are delusions, and geological sections all nonsense.

It is, however, satisfactory and gratifying to us to know that,

in the majority of cases, even in obscured localities, when
borings have been made for either coal or water, geological

sections have been of great use, and that they have stood the

crucial test, with a degree of accuracy hardly to have been

hoped for.

Of the accuracy and practical utility of such science may
be mentioned many borings for water supplies, and such

engineering works as the Mont Cenis Tunnel, where the relative

succession of rocks and strata were found to exist, \ery nearly

as they were depicted on the geological sections made before

the commencement of the work.

It is to be regretted that the essentially scientific considera-

tions are not oftener consulted or attended to in many mining

or engineering works, as in the search for coal, minerals, or

water supplies
;
for then we might not hear of so many abortive

schemes and practical failures. Thus we might also redeem

from confusion other rocks as well as granites.
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I shall now direct your attention to section

No. 2. Granite as a typical representative ;

and the reason why I have given this heading.

This is the chemical, theoretic and scientific portion of my
subject, and perhaps is more difficult to comprehend.

Du Rocher, perhaps one of the greatest petrologists that ever

lived, in his Essay on " Comparative Petrology," systematises

our rocks, by laying down the following proposition, which,

indeed, seems to make matters very simple, viz. :—" All igneous

rocks, modern and ancient, were produced by two magmas, or

fluid layers, which co-exist below the solid crust of the globe,

and occupy there each a definite position."

These two magmas have undergone but slight changes of

composition from the most remote geological epochs ; and

moreover, they differ essentially from each other by means of

well denned characters. The one is characterized by its richness

in silica, and is called the Acid Magma
; and from its containing

the lighter and more volatile bodies, it occupies the outer fluid

layer immediately underneath the solid crust of our globe. It

would be in a semi-liquid or pasty state of igneous fusion,

owing to the viscosity of the excess of silica. The second fluid

layer is called the Basic Magma ; and is characterized by its

richness in earthy bases, and its poverty in silica. It is more

dense and fluid, being in a more highly incandescent state.

From one or other of these molten masses, all our igneous

rocks have originated, erupted from below through the solid

crust, which as a hollow shell forms the outer surface of our

globe.

To the Acid Magma, or the more highly silicated one, are

referrible all the granitic rocks, including the granites proper,

the eurites, quartziferous porphyries and elvanites, the felstones

and trachytes ;
while to the second fluid layer or Basic Magma

belong the diorites, basalts, pyroxenic lavas and melaphyres.

From the zone of contact of the two magmas, it can easily be
understood that products of an intermediate character, or hybrid

rocks, might also be given forth, which would partake of some

of the charateristics of each zone.

D
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From the above remarks, the reason for my giving the head-

ing to this section will be seen at once
;

viz., that Granites are

the typical representatives of that class of highly silicated rocks,

which are derived from the Acid Magma, as contrasted with

those more basic and less silicated rocks, derived from the Basic

Magma. The following is the mean analysis of eleven specimens

of the Leinster Granites, being a fair characteristic analysis of

this class of rock, from which we see the very high per centage

of silica that they possess :

—

Silica, ... ... ... 72*07

Alumina, ... ... ... 14*81

Iron (Peroxide), ... ... 2*22

Lime, ... ... ... 1*63

Magnesia, ... ... ... '33

Potash, ... ... ... 5*u

Soda, ... ... ... 2*79

Loss by Ignition, ... ... 1*09

100*05

The average Specific Gravity of Granites 2*66

1 Cubic foot weighs 166*2 lbs.

1 Cubic yard— 2 tons.

No. 3. Granites in Origin.

In this section we have another of the great battle-fields of

opposing theorists, viz., with regard to the origin of granites.

On the one hand the older geologists, or Vulcanists as they were

called, almost unanimously advocated the igneous theory as the

true account of the origin of all granites, supported by evidence

essentially physical, and founded on observations in the field,

and possessing a force which all the arguments on the other

side have as yet failed to overthrow.

On the other hand the chemists or Neptunists advanced their

arguments in favour of all granites being due to aqueous

origin. From their analyses and examinations in their labora-

tories, in respect to chemical composition and arrangement

of crystallization, and from the actual presence of water, they

weie led to believe that such granites could not be of other
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than aqueous origin. While giving all due credit to each, the

true solution of this question may be found, I think, in an

intermediate course, by accepting the theory that while some

granites are of truly igneous origin, there are others, which

originally were of aqueous origin. Instead, therefore, of pursu-

ing either theory to the exclusion of the other, I shall in pre-

ference lay before you the present generally accepted opinion on

this subject. While there still exist some who hold most

tenaciously to one or other view, and allow of no difference of

opinion from their own ; to follow either implicitly would be to

be led blindly by them.

It is now almost universally received that all granites may
be classed as either Eruptive Granites of igneous origin ; or

Metamorphic Granites, originally of aqueous origin, but subse-

quently metamorphosed or altered into their present state

without change of position.

First, let me describe a true Eruptive Granite, a class

however, the existence of which some actually deny. This we
suppose to be a rock of purely igneous origin, coming from

below, probably from that Acid Magma already referred to,

either in a state of liquid fusion as molten matter, or semi-fluid,

or possibly only in a viscous state, not poured out like our

lava streams, but pushing everything before it, crushing up
and shoving out of its way all other rocks, or carrying them up
along with itself ; at the same time penetrating, in offshoot

veins and dykes, those rocks in whose midst it had thus

unexpectedly made its appearance, gradually or with more
sudden rupture. Of course, it is reasonable to expect that in

different masses, and in different portions of the same mass,

owing to the different temperatures at which it may have been

intruded, and to the varying kinds of rocks into which it may
have penetrated, that there would be very great differences in

the resulting solidified rock, either from chemical action, or

simply owing to the varying circumstances of cooling or of

pressure,— and we find it to be exactly so.

Look at the differences which exist in the castings of molten

iron or steel, owing simply to different circumstances of cooling

;
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see the enormous advantage gained in crystalline structure and

hardness in chilled castings, as in the Pallisser shell for artillery.

In examining such Intrusive Granites, in situ with the rocks

which they penetrate, we find,—for instance in the granite

of Mourne, Co. Down,—the granite in the main mass, with

only occasional and slight variations, very constant in composi-

tion, texture and appearance, up to the exact junction along a

certain definite and well marked line, at which the granite

ends. Then the equally distinct, well denned, and totally

unaltered grits and slates of the Silurian beds or other strata

are met with.

So clear and marked is this line of junction between the

igneous and the sedimentary rocks, in the instance above referred

to, that of the rock on either side of it you can state positively,

that this is granite, and that Silurian rock. There is also the

evidence of branching veins and dykes penetrating the sedi-

mentary strata, all of which point to the undoubted igneous

and eruptive origin of at least one set of granites.

Let us now consider the other class, viz., the Metamorphic

Granites, or those which had originally been composed of

sedimentary and aqueously formed rocks, deposited mechanically

as mud from water, but which have subsequently been meta-

morphosed or altered by the action of heat and steam, or other

influences, into the state in which we now find them.

What would be the phenomena attending these metamorphic

granites ?

The whole tract of country would have been originally com-

posed of true and distinctive aqueous rocks, it may be Lower or

Upper Silurian, Cambrian or Laurentian, with all their peculiar

features and characteristic fossils.

Then at some one point, centre or district, there was engen-

dered such a source of heat, either dry or accompanied with

steam and water at high temperatures, and attendant chemical

action, as to alter, or as it is termed metamorphose, those

rocks, and convert them in situ, without change of position,

into totally different rocks, or possibly even to fuse or melt

certain portions of them.
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I quote the following extract from the Rev. Dr. Haughton on

this subject

:

" The metamorphism of rocks may be assumed to be twofold
;

Hydrometamorphism, by which rocks originally fused, and when
in liquid fusion, poured into veins and dykes in pre-existing

rocks, are subsequently altered in specific gravity and arrange-

ment of minerals, by the action of water at temperatures which,

though still high, would be quite inadequate to fuse the rock :

and Pyrometamorphism, by which rocks originally stratified

by mechanical deposition from water, come to be subsequently

acted on by heat, and so transformed into what are commonly
called the metamorphic rocks."

In this class of granites, you will see that there is no necessary

intrusion of molten or viscous igneous matter, into the adjacent

sedimentary rocks ; but that they themselves have in siht

been altered and changed into a granite, by chemical and

mineralogical alterations.

In examining a district of such metamorphic granites, what

do we find ? In the more distant localities, we have the true

and unaffected sedimentary rocks. As we approach the granitic

tract we find a gradual micacizing of the grit beds, then the

partial conversion into schists, with the production of mica-

schists and quartzites. Then we meet the gradual passage into

gneiss and foliated granitoidal rock, till at last, without any

definite line or break, it merges into the true granitic portion.

These gradual changes may extend, as far as appears on the

the surface, over one mile or ten miles, or possibly over forty

miles or more, before one could say, with positive certainty,

that in such and such a spot, the rocks are true unaltered

sedimentary strata, or in another place that they are true and

genuine granite.

I hope that I have now made clear to you the two main and

distinctive descriptions of true granites, more particularly with

respect to their origin.

Occasionally, however, we find occurring in the very same

neighbourhood the two varieties of granite, viz., the Metamor-

phic and the Eruptive. In some cases it may possibly be owing
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to the nearer presence of the intrusive masses, that large tracts

of the adjacent rocks have been converted into metamorphic

granite, and so the intrusive and metamorphic varieties may

thus blend or merge the one into the other. It may be of

interest to give a few instances of these different granites.

The granite of Mourne, in the Co. Down, may be taken as a

typical example of a true eruptive or intrusive granite in the

fullest and widest acceptation of the term. This is a fact which

I have been able to establish beyond dispute.

One of the most eminent geologists of England—who was

visiting that district with me, and who was rather an advocate

for metamorphic origin of all granites—was surprised beyond

measure with what I showed him there. When I pressed him to

say whether the Mourne granite was really a genuine intrusive

granite
; he stated that in all his experience of the wonderful

things in geology he had ever seen, nothing surprised him more

that what I showed him of the mode of Occurrence of that

granite, and without acknowledging that it was an undoubted

intrusive granite, he said that it came the nearest thing to what

he could suppose a true intrusive granite would be. This was

an acknowledgment of the utmost importance, coming from the

authority that it did.

The granite or felstone of the Carlingford district must also

be considered a truly intrusive- rock ;
and such are also the

granites of Wicklow, and portions of those in Galway, as the

Oughterard granite
; also the Devon and Cornwall granites,

and that at Peterhead.

As a rule the oldest granites of Europe belong on the other

hand to the metamorphic series. Of these may be enumerated

the granites of Finland, Sweden, Norway, Scotland and Donegal,

forming the Scandinavian system ;
and the Galway and Mayo

granites.

By some the granites of Slieve Croob and Newry are consi-

dered to be of metamorphic origin ; but although in a joint

paper* on that district published some years ago, on the autho-

* " On the relative ages of the Granitic, &c, Rocks of the Co. Down," by Professor

Hull & W. A. Traill. Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1871. p. ioi.
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rity of others I concurred in its being called such, yet on

further detailed investigation, I have come to the conclusion

that it also is of igneous or intrusive origin, and that it has

considerably metamorphosed the adjacent rocks, so as to convert

portions of them into a gneissose or granitoidal rock, thereby

possibly giving rise to the idea that the whole mass were of

metamorphic origin.

My colleague, Mr. Kinahan, also tells me that he believes

among the Leinster granites there are both the metamorphic

and intrusive varieties.

No. 4. Granites in Age.

The early idea about granites was, that they were in every

case the first formed and primary rock of all
;
antecedent to all

the Mesozoic, Palaeozoic and Azoic rocks ; in fact that there

was no such thing as granites of modern origin. This, however,

is now quite an exploded idea
;
by the more detailed and careful

study of such rocks, we may in most cases, approximately at

least, determine a relative age for each separate granitic district.

Mr. Kinahan, in a Paper u on the grouping of granitic rocks"

lately read in London, stated his belief that it was possible to

map most granitic rocks, according to their different geological

ages ;
and that they were as capable of being grouped as the

sedimentary strata.

By reference to the penetrated rocks, we might be able

to do a great deal in this way, more especially with regard to

the intrusive granites. The granitoidal rocks of Carlingford,

and their supposed contemporary the Mourne granite, are un-

doubtedly of Post-Carboniferous Limestone age, as they pene-

trate, break through, and metamorphose the carboniferous lime-

stone of that district. They are also of subsequent age to the

Hypersthene Dolerite of that neighbourhood, which is itself of

Post-Carboniferous age.

The Slieve Croob granite is newer than the Lower Silurian

era, and is of supposed Palaeozoic age. In Galway, Donegal,

and the Highlands of Scotland, there are granite rocks of great

antiquity, being older than the Devonian, and some older than

the Upper Silurian.
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The granites of Cornwall and Devon have been shown by

Sir Henry De la Beche to be of an age intermediate between

the Lower Carboniferous and Triassic periods. The granite of

the Alps of Savoy is Post-Jurassic, while the granite of the

Eastern Pyrenees is newer than the White Chalk or Cretaceous

period.

These examples will prove to you the great diversity of age

which exists among different granites
; and that while Palaeozoic

and later granites can be clearly identified, it is most difficult, if

not impossible, to find any traces of those primitive magmas or

original primeval granites, about which many people are so

fond of talking.

I shall not delay further in discussing this section, as I think

from the instances enumerated you will see that granite rocks

have been formed at very different periods, and at widely

separated geological epochs.

No. 5. Granites in Composition.

Granites, as already described, are rocks of an igneous or

metamorphic origin, and of a fine or coarse-grained crystalline

texture, and are composed of the three essential minerals

—

quartz, felspar and mica. Or, briefly, a granite may be defined as

a 11
crystalline granular aggregate of quartz, felspar and mica."

In connection with this section, I thought of describing and

exhibiting specimens of the numerous varieties of occurrence,

appearance and form, that each of these minerals assumed in

their more largely crystalline state ; but I afterwards considered

that it would have extended my subject too much. So for the

present I must only direct your attention to the few character-

istic specimens of these separate minerals, which are on the

table.

In a typical granite, then, we find it both crystalline and

granular in texture, and composed of the three essential minerals

—quartz, felspar and mica ; the quartz or free silica being the

matrix in which the felspar and mica are imbedded. The
silica, having a higher point of fusion, had its viscosity retained

longer, and consequently was the last to solidify, after the other

minerals had crystallized out. Thus the characteristic type is
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a ternary or threefold compound
; but the proportions of these

ingredients may vary very considerably. One or two others

may also be added, so as in special cases to become essentials,

when the granite becomes a quarternary or quinary compound
as the case may be.

It has been shown from the analysis already given of a fair

representative granite, that it is a highly silicated rock, the free

silica or quartz forming the base or matrix
;

it usually occurs

as the skeleton, or in lumpy blebs, but often is also separately

crystallized out. This quartz varies in colour from a clear

limpid white to a smoky black, which forms one element of

variableness in the general appearance of these rocks.

The felspar, or the second essential mineral, never forms less

than one-third, and rarely less than half the entire mass, and in

general attains a still larger proportion. The felspar most

generally present, or in fact I may say always present, is ortho-

clase ; it is often largely and individually crystallized out, thus

giving the rock a porphyritic structure. The orthoclase is often

characterized as occurring in twin crystals.

A second felspar is sometimes present, forming the granite

into a quarternary compound. It may be albite, as in the granite

of Mourne, Co. Down ;
or oligoclase, as in the Donegal or

Egyptian granites. These felspars are distinguished by their

waxy or silky lustre and fine parallel striations. The basic

felspars, labradorite and anorthite do not occur in granite.

The felspars vary in colour from a pure white to a rose, deep

pink or red, which latter imparts the rich warm tint to the

Peterhead and other granites, which are so highly esteemed on

that account.

The third essential mineral is mica. One particular variety

of mica is not so constant ; it in general varies with the different

localities. Some are the silvery white and grey or golden

yellow varieties of the potash and aluminous micas, as muscovite,

margarodite and lepidolite, and others the brown, green and

black varieties of the magnesian micas, as biotite, phlogopite and'

lepidomelane. The varying colours and proportions of these

micas are other elements which considerably alter the appear-

ance of the granites of different localities.
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When two distinct varieties of mica are present, as the silvery

white margarodite and the black lepidomelane, as in some of

the Leinster granites, the rock becomes a quarternary compound,

and if the two felspars are present also, the quinary compound

is formed.

Having thus described the essential constituents, I shall

briefly note the accidental or adventitious minerals occasionally

met with in granitic rocks. They occur either embedded or

detached in geodes or drusy cavities.

In addition to the crystallized varieties of the quartz, both

clear as Irish diamonds, or smoky as Cairngorms, and the fel-

spars and micas, there occur also hornblende, topaz, beryl or

emerald, garnet, tourmaline, schorl, sphene, talc, chlorite, fluor-

spar and others ;
while veins, nests, or lodes, are also found in

granite, of tin, copper, lead, zinc, iron, besides ores of antimony,

cobalt, nickel, arsenic, titanium, uranium, bismuth, silver,

tungsten, and some few of the rarer minerals.

So much for the composition of true granites in their essential

and accidental ingredients.

I now proceed to consider the section

No. 6. Granites in Variety'.

It includes what may be called the allied or associated rocks.

If we have in a granitoidal rock one of the minerals, as the

mica, replaced by hornblende, which then becomes the essential,

the quartz and felspar remaining the same, the rock passes into

a Syenite.

If both mica and hornblende be present in definite propor-

tions, it may be called a Syenitic granite
;
or perhaps more

correctly a hornblendic granite
;
specimens of these may be

obtained in the Carlingford and Slieve Croob districts.

The name Syenite is of very ancient origin, having been

derived from the famous quarries of Syene in Egypt, where fine

examples of this rock are to be found.

As a rule it is a very durable stone, and some porphyritic

varieties are very beautiful, having a much darker and warmer
hue than the majority of true granites.
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Another variety is formed when the mica is replaced by talc,

in which case the rock is called a Protogine ;
it is supposed to

occur extensively among the Alps, but about the true nature of

this rock there is considerable difference of opinion.

There is a variety called graphic granite, which must not

remain unnoticed, although it is of only local occurrence. In

it the dark coloured quartz and the felspar crystals are so dis-

posed in long parallel prisms, that when cut in cross section

they present broken and angular lines, which have been com-

pared to Hebrew characters, and hence the origin of the name,

from grapho=l write.

There are many characteristic names for varieties of granite,

which designate, when any of the accidental minerals attain

any marked proportion in the rock, such as hornblendic granite

for Syenite, chloritic granite, talcose granite, epidotic granite,

graphitic granite, or hematitic granite. There are also in use

the names orthoclastic, oligoclastic and albitic granites, and such

as characterize the structure, porphyritic granite, nodular, lenti-

cular and gneissose granite.

There is another class of associated rocks into which we often

find the true granites passing, but as they open up another

wide field of diversified rocks, each of which passes by small

gradations into the other, as varying circumstances of origin,

chemical composition and cooling affected them, I shall not

attempt to do more than briefly mention them.

When the rock still retains its crystalline granular texture,

but the paste or matrix is felsitic rather than quartzose, and

the quartz occurs in blebs and crystals, the other minerals

remaining the same, it then passes into a quartziferous porphyry,

quartz-porphyry, or elvanite.

Similarly among these we may have orthoclastic elvanite,

oligoclastic elvanite, quartziferous elvanite, hornblendic elvanite,

micaceous elvanite and chloritic elvanite
;

or, as characterizing

the structure, granular, granitoid or gneissoid elvanites.

If the amount of mica or hornblende become very small, or

if they be entirely wanting, and the felsitic base be more com-

pact, no free silica being apparent, then the rock becomes a
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felstone porphyry, if the felspar crystals are crystallized out ; or

a simple felstone, if neither the quartz nor felspar be thus

separately crystallized.

With these siliceous felstones, I think I must break off in

this direction, as the passage to the basic felstones is very

gradual, and from them I might digress throughout the whole

category of igneous rocks.

Returning once more to the granites, let us trace them in

another direction into their associated rocks, viz. into those

stages before they had become, or were converted into, true

granites. Here also we find no hard line of demarcation, but a

gradual passage into a foliated or gneissose granite, and then

into a true gneiss. This gradation, as I said before, points to

the metamorphic origin of such granites.

Gneiss may be considered, in its typical condition, to consist

of the same ingredients as granite, the distinction being in the

different arrangement of the component minerals. In gneiss

the quartz, felspar and mica occur in regular lenticular layers,

and are, so to speak, felted into each other, forming in this way
the well-known schistose texture of this class of rock. In fact,

it might be called in its purest form a schistose granite.

Similarly we may trace back these rocks through their gradual

stages of metamorphism ; from the true granite through the

foliated varieties into the gneiss
; thence into the schists, mica-

schists, chlorite-schist and hornblendic schists
;
and further

into the micacized sandstones and quartzites, little changed from

the original sandstones and shales. Thus in this direction we
might also ramble off indefinitely into all the known rocks in

creation.

No. 7. Granites in Distribution and in Economic and
Practical Use.

Granitic districts occur in the N.E. of Ireland in the counties

of Down, Louth and Armagh. These include the supposed

metamorphic granites of Slieve Croob and Newry, and the

intrusive granites ofMourne and Carlingford. The Slieve Croob

granite in the neighbourhood of Castlewellan has been quarried,

but not very extensively, and I am sorry to say that that
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branch of industry has lately almost entirely been abandoned.

The rock is of a most admirable quality, uniform in texture,

and of a dark grey colour. It can be obtained in blocks of large

size. It works up and dresses well, and takes an excellent polish.

It is very well adapted for building and decorative purposes.

From this district was taken the stone to form the flight of

steps and large pedestals of the Albert Memorial in Hyde Park,

London, having been selected for that purpose by the Queen

from among many other specimens.

This same granite is more extensively worked in the Newry
neighbourhood, but it is there of a much lighter colour. Such

works as the Moor quarries of Mr. Campbell, the Goragh Wood
quarries of your townsman Mr. Robinson, and the Bessbrook

quarries, are of more than local fame, and each has turned out

specimens of dressed and polished granite, both for architectural

and monumental purposes, which are highly creditable to the

enterprise and energy of the respective owners. You had lately

in your most successful Industrial Exhibition an opportunity of

seeing some of the beautiful specimens from these quarries, and

ofjudging of their merits for yourselves.

Some polished specimens from these quarries are exhibited

on the table.

The granite of Mourne, though not so ornamental, nor so

well adapted for architectural designs, has yet open for it many
practical and economic uses, and to a small extent is quarried

for curb stones and gate posts.

The granite of Carlingford, which should more correctly be

called a felstone or felstone porphyry, is, I may say, not turned

to any practical use, except for the local requirements of road

metalling and such like. From the very great depth to which

the weathering has disintegrated it, no attempts have been made
to open quarries in it. When this discoloured external portion

has been passed through, and the true normal rock has been ,

entered, it appears a very beautiful stone. It is highly porphy-

ritic, and is of a pale pinkish colour. I think that good quarries

might be opened in this rock with advantageous results, for in

the cuttings of the Newry and Greenore Railway portions of
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the unweathered rock have been penetrated, and thus its true

nature is exhibited.

In the N.W. of Ireland, in Donegal, a granitic tract extends

from the Bloody Foreland to the Gweebarra River. It is

associated with the extensive metamorphic tracts of that county,

and is undoubtedly a metamorphic granite. This and the

Arranmore granite afford many localities where good quarries

could be opened. The rock is capable of being extracted in

large blocks, and is often highly crystalline and of a warm
reddish colour, and it takes a fine polish. Those localities

have capabilities of yielding large quantities of a handsome
ornamental building stone.

In Galway and Mayo extensive tracts of granite occur, viz.,

from the town of Galway westward for about 40 miles, and in

Mayo, from the Pontoons to the Ox mountains. These counties

possess both metamorphic and intrusive granites. The former

is often of a porphyritic nature, and takes a good polish, but

the intrusive granite occurring near Oughterard is not so good.

Neither of these are utilized to any extent for architectural

purposes, beyond local requirements, although many places yield

a stone of very great beauty.

In Dublin, Wicklow and Carlow occur the largest extent of

granitic rocks to be found in Ireland
;
they are called the Lein-

ster granites. They extend from Kingstown, in Co. Dublin, to

near New Ross, in Co. Wexford. This granite is capable of

yielding stone of good quality and large dimensions. It is not

well suited for ornamental work, owing to the coarseness of its

crystalline structure, and the occurrence, in such large crystals,

of its silvery grey mica, whereby the production of a smooth or

polished surface is greatly impeded. However, from the size of

the blocks obtainable, it has been largely made use of, for such

works as the harbour and pier at Kingstown and part of the

Thames Embankment. The finer varieties have also been used

in such works as the Wellington monument in thePhcenix Park,

Nelson's Pillar in Sackville St., Dublin, the O'Connell Monu-
ment, Glasnevin, and in many of the large buildings in and

about Dublin.
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In England the granite tracts are of very great extent, they

occur chiefly in Anglesea, Cumberland, Devon and Cornwall.

The Devon and Cornish granites are, perhaps, the most

remarkable and the best known. They are, however, of variable

character, some quarries being of excellent quality, while others

are very inferior. The rock is of a pale grey or of a slightly

pinkish colour. Among the works executed in these granites

may be mentioned the tomb of the Duke of Wellington in the

Crypt of St. Paul's Cathedral, the Wellington Monument at

Strathfieldsaye, the Great Basses Light-house off Ceylon, parts

of Waterloo, Westminster and London Bridges, and of the

Harbour and Dock works at Copenhagen, London, Birkenhead,

Barrow, Portland, Chatham, Portsmouth and other localities.

The Cumberland granite is a very handsome porphyritic

stone, and takes a good polish. It is usually of a rich reddish

brown colour. The polished specimen exhibited is very charac-

teristic.

In Scotland the granites and allied rocks are largely quarried,

and many of them are of a very beautiful appearance and of an

excellent quality. Possibly that occurring at Peterhead is one

of the most ornamental ; it is of a rich red colour and porphy-

ritic, showing beautiful large red crystals of orthoclase. It also

takes a good polish. This is considered to be an eruptive

granite, while the Aberdeen granite from which the town of

Aberdeen is almost entirely built is supposed to be of meta-

morphic origin. This latter, though not so ornamental, can be

extracted in large masses, and takes a good polish
;

it is of a

prevailing greyish tint. Other granites are found in Perth,

Argyle, Banff and Sutherland, and in the Islands of Mull and

Arran. The Channel Islands and the Isle of Man also possess

granites which are extensively quarried.

With regard to foreign countries, I shall only briefly

refer to them. Granite forms part of the higher elevations of

the Pyrenees, the Western Alps and the Carpathians, and is

also found in the central parts of France, in Brittany and in

Italy ; also in Finland, Denmark, and Sweden, where it is

largely quarried near Stockholm. Also, throughout great tracts
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in Norway, granitic rocks or nearly allied varieties exist,

which seem to be of a metamorphic character and closely

related to the gneissose or porphyritic felstones.

Granite also occurs in the Ural Mountains, and in the higher

latitudes of the Nepal Himalayas, and in other parts of India,

where it is associated with gneissose and other metamorphic

rocks.

Egypt has had its granitic rocks quarried and worked more

extensively than, perhaps, any other country in the world, and

at an earlier period too ;
for undoubted testimony to this effect

dates back to over 1,300 years before the Christian era. Egypt

has contributed more gigantic and noble monolithic works of

art than perhaps all other countries combined, which in the

form of obelisks, columns, sarcophagi and colossal statues, have

withstood the decay of ages and the rough usage of mankind

with but little injury, to the present time. They are either

found in their original positions, or after being buried for cen-

turies, they have been unearthed and carried away to adorn the

cities of modern Europe. And thus, whether we consider their

antiquity or the unique works of art executed therein, the

granites of Egypt must bear off the palm, as the most remaark-

able of all building or ornamental stones.

In conclusion, it may not be out of place to recount some of

the most interesting works executed in these granites or syenites.

For the account of these and much other information, I am
indebted to the volume on " Building and Ornamental Stones,"

by Professor Hull.

One, if not both, of the columns which stand in the Piazza

of St. Mark, in Venice, are Egyptian granitic monoliths, which

were brought from the ruins of Tyre, and re-erected in their

present positions, in the year 1127 A.D., to bear aloft the

marble group of St. Theodore and the Crocodile on one, and

the emblematic Lion of St. Mark on the other.

But, perhaps, the noblest of these monoliths is the Obelisk of

Luxor, which was brought to Paris in the reign of Louis

Philippe, and placed on a granite pedestal in the Place de la

Concorde. Its height is 79 feet, and it has a base of 8 feet
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square. Pompey's pillar at Alexandria is also a syenitic mono-

lith, and Cleopatra's needle is another, and one which we soon

hope to see erected in the city of London.

Another large obelisk was brought to Rome by Caligula,

and in the year 1586, erected in its present position in the

Piazza de S. Pietro. Several other obelisks of Egyptian

granite, similarly obtained, adorn the piazzas and gardens of the

Eternal City. " For Kings, Emperors and Popes have despoiled

the ruined cities of Egypt, in order to embellish and adorn the

galleries of Italy, and the more modern cities of Rome and

Paris."

s
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2jth February', 1877.

R. L. Patterson, Esq., in the Chair.

Professor R. O. Cunningham read a Paper

ARCTIC DISCOVERY.
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7//z March, 1877.

Joseph John Murphy, Esq., F.G.S., in the Chair.

Robert Young, Esq., read a Paper on

A VOLCANIC ASH DEPOSIT AT THE CAVE HILL
QUARRIES.

Mr. Robert Young, C.E., gave a short account of a deposit of

a character hitherto unnoticed in this quarter, which he had

lately observed in the chalk quarries at the Cave Hill.

In carrying on the operations at the extreme upper end of the

quarries, a new section through the upper chalk and the over-

lying trap-rocks was recently exposed to view. The talus tem-

porarily formed on the working face of the quarry by the debris

of the trap afforded a tolerably easy means of approaching to,

and making an examination of the line of junction.

The upper surface of the chalk was found to be much abraded

and deeply pitted in the usual manner, and covered over with a

sort of conglomerate of rubbly chalk-flints to the average thick-

ness of about four feet.

At some places, there were slight depressions in the upper

surface of this bed, which were filled with a mass of soft, dark-

bluish earthy matter with a soapy feel, somewhat resembling

'

the lias-clay of the lower series. The trap comes on immediately

over this, and as there is the appearance of its lowest bed having

sunk slightly into these dark patches, and being mixed to some

extent with their constituents, it is evident that this matter was
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of earlier date than the first outflow of the trap. That this

material could not have been a clay either from an original

deposit on the conglomerate bed, subsequently denuded, or

the dropping of icebergs, seems certain, as it would have been

hardened by the heat of the overlying trap, which must have

been at this point at least 600 feet thick, and which has left

strong evidence of this kind on the chalk and flints in contact

with it. The probability is that this substance is derived from

the lapilli or ashes that were emitted from the volcano whence

the trap-lava was afterwards poured forth. Whether the latter

phenomenon was subaerial or subaqueous is uncertain, but

probably subaqueous. Specimens of the substance described,

and of the altered flints and trap adjoining, were shown in

illustration of the paper.
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Jth March, 1877.

Joseph John Murphy, Esq., F.G.S., in the Chair.

Robert L Patterson, E.sq, Vice-President, communicated

SOME NOTES ON THE CETACEA OCCASIONALLY
VISITING BELFAST LOUGH.

Of the Cetacea that visit us regularly, the Porpoise (Phoccena

Communis) is the commonest ; and examples of it may be seen

in the Lough almost any day from about midsummer on until

quite late in the autumn, with occasional appearances before and

after these periods. These creatures are comparatively rarely

seen far up the Lough—more generally in the deeper and

clearer water lying outside of an imaginary line drawn from

Rockport (Co. Down) to Carrickfergus
; or even farther out

than that, say from Greypoint to Kilroot point. They are

generally seen in pairs ; and their appearance, as they come

frequently to the surface to breathe, showing their heads first

and then the ridge of their backs, with a not very prominent

dorsal fin, above water, is well known.

Seen thus, the Porpoise is a slow, heavy-looking creature,

sluggish and lazy-looking in the extreme, and conveys a very

erroneous impression of its activity, and the amazing rapidity
,

with which it can, at will, propel itself through the water.

Crossing over to Scotland in the day boat on the 15th June,

1 87 1, when the steamer was going full speed about mid-chan-

nel, I observed a few Porpoises alongside. They seemed, as if
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in sport, to begin racing with the steamer and with one another,

frequently crossing the ship's bows, and going with apparent

ease at more than double the rate of the steamer. Compared

with the speed of the vessel, that of the Porpoises could hardly

have been less than 25 to 30 miles an hour.

On the 17th August, 1872, out sailing in the yacht "Hespe-

rus," about a couple of miles outside of the Copeland Islands in

the channel, I saw a shoal, commonly called a " school," of

Porpoises. The school, which was from a quarter to half a

mile distant from the yacht, was estimated at from 80 to 100

individuals ;
and they appeared to be playing about with all

sorts of gambols on the surface of the water. Many of them

often leaped completely out of the water, returning to it with a

great splash and noise.

On the 30th July last (1876), coming down the Sound of

Kilbrannan, between the west side of the Island of Arran and

the Cantyre Peninsula, in the S.S. " Galvanic," I had another

excellent opportunity of watching some Porpoises racing with

the steamer. They went at such a truly tremendous rate, that

there was a perceptible interval between their passage through

the water and the divided waters closing again behind their

rapid course ! The space in the water could be distinctly seen.

Of Porpoises seen at unusual times and places, I have noted

that on the 7th of January, 1 871, while driving along the coast

road between Larne and Glenarm, and on round the Antrim

coast as far as Red Bay and back again, with my friend Mr.

J. W. Valentine, we saw three small shoals of Porpoises

working south. The largest shoal had 7 or 8 in it ; the

smallest 3 or 4.

On 25th March, 1871, I saw two Porpoises as far up the

Lough as Holywood light-house, which is rather unusual. There

had been a strong north-easterly gale in the Channel, and

a heavy ground swell was still coming in, which made the

water so muddy that I think the creatures must have lost their

way.

I have, on different occasions, seen Porpoises, which had

become entangled in the herring nets, brought into Scarborough.
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Last summer Mr. H. C. Linden captured a young one in

this Lough, near Carrickfergus. The animals were to be seen

alive last year in the Brighton Aquarium, and probably are

so still.

I communicated the following note to the Field newspaper

at the time the incident mentioned in it occurred, July, 1868 :

u Last Saturday, July 18, I was ground fishing along with

Mr. Mulholland and Mr. Praeger at the mouth of Belfast Lough,

beside the buoy of the Briggs, about three or four miles from

the Copeland Islands. There being a strong tide running at the

place, Mr. Mulholland put out a fleet line for lythe, baited with

a strip of the skin of a grey gurnard. He had caught one lythe,

and put out the line again. We were just settling down after

the excitement of catching, gaffing, and " quieting" two large

conger eels, when we saw a Porpoise rolling about fifteen or

twenty fathoms astern of us. Mr. Mulholland, as soon as he

had settled with his conger, tried the fleet line, and, finding a

fish on it, proceeded to haul in, when the porpoise, perceiving

the fish on his line, made a dash at it, and must have caught it,

as Mr. M. felt a tremendous weight ; but the line being free

again in a moment, Mr. M. continued pulling in, and found

the fish still on. Another moment showed the porpoise in hot

pursuit. Mr. M. could scarcely pull the line in fast enough—
in fact, could not have done so but for giving it occasional jerks

when the porpoise was opening its mouth to catch the fish.

All was excitement on board our boat : one seized the gaff,

another the tiller (called by the boatman the u executor," be-

cause it is used for the " execution"

—

i.e., knocking on the head

—of fractious congers.) At the stern of our boat Mr. M. lifted

his lythe out of the water almost dead, and with its sides bruised

from the squeeze it had got, and at the same moment the dis-

appointed porpoise dived under our boat's stern. I was just

able to touch it with the tiller as it went down. The porpoise
/

was not large, I should think between four and five feet long."

The length just mentioned seems to be about the average

size of the porpoise.

It seems to be generally supposed that only one species of
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Whale—that which was formerly called the Bottle-nosed Whale
—Hyperoodon (Butzkop), but which I find described in the

latest (1874) Edition of "Bell's British Quadrupeds," as the

" Common beaked Whale"—visits this Lough. I do not, how-

ever, agree with this, although the bottle-nose is, doubtless, the

commonest of the larger cetacea that visit us. My first recollec-

tion of seeing a whale here carries me back to the year 1845,

thirty-one years ago, last October, when I recollect going

down to Cultra (Co. Down) to see a whale which had been

captured by the coast-guards there a couple of days previously.

This was a small specimen of the bottle-nose species, and mea-

sured 20 feet and some inches in length. A larger individual

—

supposed to be the mother—was in company, but it escaped.

I have notes almost, if not quite, every year for the last ten,

of seeing whales in the Lough from July to October ; and my
principal reason for saying that I don't believe them all to be of

the same species, is because the extreme size that I see men-

tioned for the bottle-nose species attaining to, is from 25 or 26

up to a maximum of 28 feet ; while I have seen whales in the

lough, frequently and in close proximity, whose length could

not be less than 40 to 45 feet, or even more
;
my estimate being

formed by a comparison between the length of the boat and that

of the animal.

I find in my notes :
—

" 22nd August, 1874 ; I never saw so

many or so large 1 hogs' as to-day
;
some of them over 40 feet

long." The Hog, i.e., Herring Hog, is the local name for the

bottle-nosed whale.

Again, on the 29th August, same year, I have noted :
" Saw

only one hog to-day : it was large, and had a high and pointed

dorsal fin as compared with most of those seen on the last day

I was out" ;—distinctly pointing to a different species.

In August, 1869, my friend Mr. J. R. T. Mulholland fired at

a whale which rose near us, and the shot struck the animal

on the head
;
whereupon it jumped almost out of the water,

and was unmistakably a bottle-nose of five or six and twenty

feet.

In the middle of October, 1868, I was out fishing mackerel

;
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and, having lost the fish, were making for a cluster, commonly
called a "ball" of fry, that we saw the birds working at, when
we became aware of the presence of a bottle-nosed whale in

very close proximity. The whale was a little in advance of

us, and swimming very rapidly in the same direction that we
were sailing, his dorsal fin standing up about a foot or more

above his great round black back, which showed about 15 or 18

feet long above water, and looked like the bottom of a capsized

boat.

The hog, as my boatman called him, was not diving and rising

in the usual manner, and blowing when he rose ; but appeared,

as he swam along with astonishing rapidity, to take breath by

elevating his head and slightly sinking the hinder part of his

body, after which he would immediately resume his horizontal

position : his huge bulk was propelled through the water with

such velocity that he sent small waves rolling off to either side,

and making a rushing noise that was quite surprising. It be-

came evident that the bottle-nose himself was heading for the

same ball of fry that we were ; and it was also evident that he

would, despite our efforts to the contrary, get there before us
;

and so I watched his movements with great interest. The birds

were so busy working at the fry, that they did not observe the

approach of the intruder till he was within a few yards of them,

when his upper jaw appeared above the water as he opened

his mouth apparently to swallow the ball of fry at one mouth-

ful, and he then showed more of his body out of the water than

he had done before. The direst consternation seemed to seize

all the birds at the sight, as those that were on wing at

the time immediately flew screaming far away, and those

that were in the water flapped off to either side without appa-

rently thinking of seeking safety in flight till they had put

a few yards between themselves and the bottle-nose ; when
the gulls and terns took wing, and the divers disappeared beneath

the surface, leaving in far less time than I have taken to describe

it, what had been a few seconds before a living mass of birds, on

and above the water, without a solitary representative. We
followed exactly in the wake of the hyperoodon, and found that
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he had gone right through the ball of fry, and just seemed to

have bitten it in two. Immediately after passing through the

ball the whale dived and did not come again to the surface for

a long distance, when he blew up water to a great height, and

then finally disappeared from our view.

On only one occasion I have seen the Grampus (Phoccena

Orca). It is met with about Rathlin during summer, and is

said to be very mischievous, and not unfrequently to endanger

boats. " An observation," Mr. Thompson adds, " indicating

that the true grampus is alluded to." Mr. Thompson described

the creature at considerable length, but has fallen into an error

(so far at least as this Lough is concerned) by speaking of the

" Herring Hog," as being a local name for the grampus. The
so-called

u Herring Hog" is the Bottle-nosed Whale, as already

stated, a by no means uncommon visitor ; while on the other

hand the Grampus is quite a rarity. The occasion to which I

have alluded was one fine calm day in the summer of 1868, I

was out fishing near the mouth of the lough. We heard a

noise like that of a whale, or several porpoises taking breath at

once, but could see nothing for some time, although the sound

was several times repeated. At length we saw what appeared

to be 6 or 8 stout, thick pointed sticks, of 3 or 4 feet long,

standing perpendicularly in the water in a straight line abreast

of each other, and 4 or 5 feet apart, approaching in our direction.

On drawing the boatman's attention to this strange looking

sight, he immediately said :
" They are Becker dogs ; don't

make any noise, or do anything, to attract their attention, for

sometimes they are very mischievous and do a deal of harm,"

thus corroborating Thompson's above-quoted statement. The
creatures approached us rapidly, and, after what the boatman

had said of their mischievous propensities, we were rather

relieved to see them alter their course when about 60 to 80

yards from us, and pass us by at rather more than half that

distance, swimming with great rapidity ; but as they made a

semicircular- sweep past us, we had plenty of time to watch

them, and then saw that there were 7 individuals, ofsome large-

sized and, to us, unknown species of the Cetacea ; what appeared
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to us at first like thick pointed sticks were nothing else than

their dorsal fins projecting high out of the water
;
and, indeed,

it was entirely the length and shape of these that enabled

me to identify the species with certainty as being the Grampus.

Their backs, which they showed sometimes above water, were

of shining black. We were greatly interested at this novel

sight, and plied the boatman with questions, but all the infor-

mation derivable from him was that they were " Becker dogs,"

seldom seen here, but frequently on the north coast and in

Scotland, where they are greatly dreaded by the fishermen,

owing to the damage they often occasion to the herring nets.

Any authorities that I have consulted on the subject give the

Grampus credit for being very voracious ; and I doubt not his

voracity, and pursuing shoals of herrings, often cause him to be

entangled in the nets, where his visits are both costly and

unwelcome ; but I see no grounds for the personal dread which

fishermen seem to have of him, as I find no record of the Gram-

pus having attacked or injured boats, although the general

belief is that they do so.

Shortly afterwards, I consulted Bell's and Thompson's books

upon the species, and at once identified it : the former author

says, in an interesting description, " The truth appears to be that

the Grampus is extremely voracious, following the shoals of

various species of fish, and devouring great numbers of them
;

and from its great size, and the astonishing rapidity of its course,

pursuing and preying even upon the smaller species of Cetacea,

—for Hunter found a portion of a porpoise in the stomach of

one which he examined. They associate at times in small

companies of 6 or 8, but are less gregarious than most others of

the family." Bell says :

il The dorsal fin is very long, being

more than one-fifth of the entire length of the animal ; it is a

little curved backwards ; the pectoral fins are broad and oval,

and the caudal fin is very broad, being more than one-third the

entire length of the animal."

I have put these notes very hurriedly together on very short

notice ; and communicate them as much in the hope of direct-

ing attention to the subject as of giving information.
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yth March
,
1877.

Joseph John Murphy, Esq., F.G.S., in the Chair.

A. O'D. Taylor, Esq., read

SOME LOCAL ORNITHOLOGICAL NOTES.

loth April, 1877.

W. H. Patterson, Esq., in the Chair.

Dr. Robert Steen read a Paper on

THE RUINS OF ROME.






